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About This Game

Salmon Ninja is a fast paced action platformer. With a handy grappling hook you can quickly traverse the environment by
grabbing onto walls, ceilings, and even enemies. This combined with a trusty sword makes you a swift killer. You play as a tiny

ninja lost in a strange and hostile world. With the help and guidance of a friendly salmon you try to make your way home.
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Good point and click game. The story is funny and engaging, with characters that are somewhat transparent. Great game
nontheless, movement can be a bit slow at times,especially on stairs.

Easy to get achievements for, too.

Multiple endings, and nice puzzles. I would wait until it's in sale, however.. I like playing these puzzle games because they bring
back memories of doing puzzles with my uncle, so I'm always going to gravitate towards them, and enjoy them. Having said
that, I haven't played Radical Roach, and the pictures in here were obviously al relevant to that game, which is fine. The issue I
had was that the puzzles were generally pretty dark, and then all of the backgrounds were dark, so it was difficult seeing where
certain puzzles had to go because, even while circling through the colors, the backgrounds were too dark to see the puzzle easily.
Other than that, the puzzles were fine, the pictures were kind of cool, and it's an easy 100% game. I'd recommend buying it on
sale, though, or getting it in a bundle.. You may think this review is unfair since I've played the game for exactly 18 minutes. But
I'm a busy man (can you tell?)

Here's what I know about this game:

* You're in a field
* Other people are there too and they want to shoot you
* You have a very clever radar that not only tells you where people are but what their field of view is. Nice!
* You're given no objective, so I guess you're expected to go find it. Damn this situational amnesia.

As far as I can tell:

* shooting people is right out. Put the gun away.
* probably best to get out of here.

But... where? The road leads to a fence. Moving around without being seen is a very slow process, so shall we go back the other
way, or... hey, I know how to solve this problem! Switch it off!

Like I say, busy man.... Shoud be taken out from steam. Total lie about "advanced physics..." Physics not existing! camera
controls (not existing) even you use "c" key to change view it zooms in to bucket or cabin quickly. gave up on 3rd mission.
Camera angles makes your spine get into weird shapes to be able to understand the perspective. all machinery feels like you
have 6 v16 engines with nitro put in. slow movement is not possible. so you ram into your other machinery and tumble it down
so easily. got this game for under 1 dollars pn sale but worths less than that. Which non of these is a limitation for the year it has
been released. there was a lot of good physics in any game in around 2014. its purely a bad game.. Great game when your bored.
Have fun playing rock-paper-scissors while kicking someones♥♥♥♥♥or getting your own♥♥♥♥♥kicked in-game.
Customize your character and get some achievements while playing.. I love search and find games. It makes me calm whenever
I feel stressed. This game is HUGE for a search and find game, and it even has a reasonably interesting story. BUT. It does not
calm me. It's so frustrating because you need that one item to "use" to get to another item, even if all the other items in your
inventory can be used to get to that one item. Example: I have tweezers, scissors, a small saw, a bottle of some toxic acid, and a
screwdriver in my inventory. I need to get something small that can be found inside a piano, behind the strings. I can literally use
every f'in item in my inventory to get to it but NO. The game specifically wants me to find a pair of tongs in a different room, in
a different level. It just requires too much backtracking and accessing the guide. I gave up. Pity, because it definitely had
potential, looking at the size and story and graphics of the game.
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I really like Ren and Stimpy, and I wanted this to be fun.
It is not fun. The controls are terrible.
Maybe if it had controller support?
It markets itself as "deliciously difficult" and I wanna know where they have been eating because this game is just annoying.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/QRzBUj8Q2Tk. This is a really fun game for those who like to think and don't expect the answer to be
straightforward everytime. I love it!. good game, by the looks but I coud't figure out how to purchase the various trains and
trams etc.. Well i kind of liked it. Need to think a bit also liked atmosphere. However graphics are close to terible...
Overall 6/10 rating from me.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqP_gij8VAo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skHgL4oQ5w4. Great game.
Great story.
Great visuals.
Great little RPG.
Worth a buy.
. Goog game :). Landed in war room very cool couldnt get out booo hoo. A pretty nice puzzle adventure. Visuals and music are
pretty. Story is interesting. Voices are decent. Hidden object scenes are of the type where you find objects based on shape, then
use them to complete tasks to get other objects. They're a bit challenging. Other puzzles run from easy to difficult. There are
collection objects and morphing objects to find. The short bonus chapter gives some insight into something that happened in the
past. Expect around 6 hours of gameplay, plus there are some tangram-like puzzles to play with in the Extras.
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